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India is the perfect land for the travellers who crave diversity and adventures while their trip. India
travel package is a complete wrap up for an exotic vacation which comprises history, pilgrimage
centre, wildlife, exotic beaches, beautiful landscape, Royal Palaces, hill stations, valley, desert,
snow lands, black water and all kind of places which will surprise you all over your journey.  

India is a huge country with large number of states all of them has distinct geographical attributes
and culture. One vacation may not be enough to explore India as all states has famous tourist
attractions. Every city of the royal state of Rajasthan has forts and palaces which are very much
popular among foreign tourists. Camels walking on golden dune and cultural fair are the feature of
Rajasthan excursion. Taj Mahal is the one of the wonder of the world located in Agra which is a
monument of love and has the most beautiful architecture. Delhi the capital city has historical value
with the blend of modernization and tradition. Golden Triangle Tour is among the most famous
travel packages in India which consist tour to Delhi, Agra and Jaipur.

South India has beautiful temples of ancient architecture. Kerala is the most visited tourist
destination in south India, the lonely calm beaches, black water sea and pilgrimages are the
highlights. Ancient ayurvedic treatment and meditations are also served in Kerala tourist package
which will refresh your body and soul.  Goa also called the city of beaches which has numerous
exotic beaches specially served in western style for foreign tourists. Mumbai is one of the
metropolitan city of India has interesting night life, beaches and historical places which include
Ajanta and Ellora caves which are the world heritage site as they had oldest monument paintings of
India.

North East India has stunning hill stations and national parks full of wildlife. Untouched natural
beauty of Arunachal Pradesh strikes the traveller every time they visit the place. The Sanchi Stupa
is the oldest stone structure in Madhya Pradesh and has a great architecture value. Kashmir is
kwon as the heaven on the earth which has beautiful landscapes and lakes. North India is the
centre for Hindu Pilgrimages and has the famous city like Varanasi and Haridwar. India amuses its
visitors by its beauty and exiting experiences. Travel agents in India have different packages and
tourist can also customise their travel packages according to their requirement and willingness.
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Services International - About Author:
Visit the most beautiful destinations of India by booking a India tour and explore the rich Indian
culture, heritage and wildlife. India-Travel.com is one of the leading a travel agents in India and
offers exciting a India travel packages at amazing prices.
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